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Abstract In this paper, we propose a simulation model

forming experiments in different scenarios of CRSNs.

for cognitive radio sensor networks (CRSNs) which is

The results generated by the model have been found ac-

an attempt to combine the useful properties of wireless

curate which can be considered for realization of CRSNs.

sensor networks and cognitive radio networks. The existing simulation models for cognitive radios cannot be
extended for this purpose as they do not consider the

Keywords Cognitive radio · dynamic spectrum
access · wireless sensor networks · cognitive radio
sensor networks · simulation model.

strict energy constraint in wireless sensor networks. Our
proposed model considers the limited energy available

1 Introduction

for wireless sensor nodes that constrain the spectrum
sensing process - an unavoidable operation in cognitive

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are battery powered

radios. Our model has been thoroughly tested by per-

devices that can sense, transmit and relay data con-
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tinuously to the other information-seeking nodes. Due
to their battery-powered nature, the sensors are designed for low-power low-range transmissions, and the
network operates in a multi-hop fashion where information is relayed through multiple intermediate nodes.
WSNs have been traditionally designed with fixed channel coding schemes, and therefore work in a fixed range
of frequencies. As a consequence, the available spectrum
quickly gets occupied as the density of sensor nodes increases. However, although occupied, the channel is still
under-utilized as wireless sensors are designed to cap-
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Simulator patch

Goal

Platform

WSN

CRSN

MC

PR activity

EM

NS-2 [1]

A discrete event network simulator

C++

!

%

%

%

!

J-Sim [2]

A simulation framework for WSNs

Java

!

%

%

%

!

Mannasim[3]

A simulation environment for WSNs

NS-2

!

%

%

%

!

MiXiM[4]

A framework for fixed and mobile wireless networks

OMNeT++

!

%

%

%

!

NRL Sensorsim [5]

A project to facilitate sensor network simulations

NS-2

!

%

%

%

!

JiST / SWANS [6]

A high performance discrete event simulation engine

Java

%

%

%

%

!

S3 [7]

A simulation tool for security problems in WSNs

C++

!

%

%

%

!

Table 1: Simulation models and their goals to simulate the networks in literature

ture periodic (or sporadic) events that generally trans-

tocols that can perform accurate channel sensing along

mit short bursts of traffic and remain silent rest of the

with energy conservation. This channel sensing will also

time [8]. This issue has fueled a new concept of adding

contain channel selection among all multiple channels

cognitive radio capabilities in WSNs, usually termed

present in the network. PR activity also plays an im-

as cognitive radio sensor networks (CRSNs). CRSNs

portant role in the channel selection process therefore

are the opportunistic sensor networks wherein nodes

the impact of PR activity also needs to be considered.

have the ability to sense vacant channels (called spec-

For this purpose, CRSN simulation models are required

trum sensing) and change their transmission parame-

which should be able to utilize the channels which are

ters accordingly (called spectrum decision). CRSNs are

free from PR traffic and can disseminate the data in

comprised of two kinds of nodes: primary radio (PR)

multi-hop scenario.

nodes and the cognitive radio (CR) sensor nodes [9].
The CR capable node can be configured to use both the

Extensive simulations are being required for any

licensed and unlicensed bands. Like traditional WSNs,

network before deployment to optimize the deployment

the CRSN nodes are also energy-constrained devices

procedure as well as to achieve required goals from the

and therefore the issue of minimum power consump-

network. Simulations for WSNs can be done in var-

tion is equally important in both types of networks. In

ious simulators such as NS-2 and OMNET++. NS-2

fact, it becomes even more challenging in CRSNs due

has been generally considered to be the suitable plat-

to an additional task of spectrum sensing. CRSNs have

form for WSN simulations. To the best of our knowl-

gained so much importance in real world scenarios that

edge, there exists no simulator model for CRSNs in NS-

in near future, all the sensor based applications will re-

2 which is the primary motivation behind this work.

quire CRSNs. Some real world applications of CRSNs

We provide an environment where CRSN nodes can be

are battle-field surveillance, food items security, health

modeled in the presence of several multiple channels

monitoring, railway track selection and smart grids etc.

wherein various types of PR activities may occur. CR

[10]. Efficient CRSNs deployment requires dynamic pro-

nodes can use these channels whenever they are free
from PR activity and send their data to other nodes

NS-2 Based Simulation Framework for Cognitive Radio Sensor Networks
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Simulator patch

Goal

Platform

CRN

CRSN

MC

PR activity

EM

CogNS [11]

A simulation framework for CRNs

NS-2

!

%

!

%

%

Cr simulator [12]

A discrete simulation model for CRAHNs

OMNeT++

!

%

!

%

%

CRNRM [13]

A routing model for CRNs

NS-2

%

%

!

%

%

TFRC-CR [14]

A transport layer protocol for CRNs

NS-2

!

%

%

%

%

CRAHN [15]

Modelling of end-to-end protocol for CRAHNs

NS-2

!

%

%

!

%

CRCN [16]

A patch for simulating CRN based networks

NS-2

%

%

%

%

%

[17]

The consideration of energy model for WSNs

NS-2

%

%

%

%

!

[18]

An event triggered node energy model for WSNs

OPNET

%

%

%

%

!

Table 2: Simulation models for CRNs and their objectives
in a multi-hop fashion. As all the nodes in CRSNs are

as hardware or hybrid systems but they are not widely

considered as wireless nodes, therefore power consump-

used for research due to their high costs. In a simula-

tion of nodes has been carefully observed in our pro-

tor, the wireless network can be described as a set of

posed model. A user can simulate different topologies

parameters, for example, number of nodes, density of

for CRSN environment including the number and den-

nodes, network topology, mobility model, traffic gen-

sity of nodes, available number of channels, noise, and

eration model, signal power, waveform type, channel

other possible network parameters.

coding method, and contention schemes etc. The envi-

The proposed simulation model has been tested in

ronment can also be described in a similar way, for ex-

different scenarios like changing the PR activities, topolo-

ample, terrain map, interference patterns, and type and

gies, density of nodes and number of available channels.

intensity of noise etc. The purpose of simulation vary

The simulation results generated by the model have

from experiment to experiment, however, most of these

been thoroughly tested and validated for the generated

experiments measure network performance in terms of

scenarios. The remaining paper is organized as below:

bit error rate (BER), packet error rate (PER), through-

section 2 discusses the related work on traditional net-

put, goodput, and latency. This is not the exhaustive

works simulators; CRSN simulator requirements have

list as there exist several other measures, and some of

been discussed in section 3; section 4 then provides

which may have greater significance in their specific do-

CRSN simulator model; Simulation details have been

main of applications. For example, WSNs consist of

given in section 5 and the topic concludes in section 6.

battery powered wireless sensor nodes, therefore the
overall power consumption and transmission range of

2 Related Work

these nodes must be investigated when simulating these
networks. Similarly, in case of CRNs, the activities of

Wireless network simulators are usually software tools
or scripts that are developed/written to gain insight
into the behavior of a given wireless network under a
given scenario. Some simulators have been implemented

CR nodes should not affect communication among primary nodes; therefore PR-CR interference becomes a
highly important metric that must be minimized in

4
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Ref.

Year

Description

Simulator Used or Not

Platform

MC

PR Activity

[19]

2014

A packet size adaptation scheme to conserve the node energy

Not Used

-

-

-

EM
-

[20]

2012

The exploration of transport protocols for delay sensitive transport in CRSNs

Used

NS-3

%

%

%

[21]

2013

A power control scheme to address the communication requirements of CR based industrial WSN

Not Used

-

-

-

-

[22]

2011

To minimize the total power consumption of CRSN node

Not Used

-

-

-

-

[23]

2014

A scheme to preserve node power for enlarging network life time for CR based VANETs

Not Used

-

-

-

-

[24]

2007

An adaptive modulation scheme to maximize the network life time

Not Used

-

-

-

-

[25]

2008

A distributive power allocation algorithm to minimize the energy consumption

Not Used

-

-

-

-

[26]

2010

A scheme for selection of CR nodes with best detection performance

Not Used

-

-

-

-

[27]

2011

An architecture to model and implement a cognitive sensor network

Used

Custom

%

%

%

[28]

2011

A framework to analyze the performance of CRSN

Not Used

-

-

-

-

[29]

2011

A channel management scheme to enhance energy efficiency of CRSN

Not Used

-

-

-

-

[30]

2011

An investigation of channel assignent problem for CRSN

Not Used

-

-

-

-

[31]

2011

A dynamic scheme to increase the delivery ratio and throughput of CRSN

Not Used

-

-

-

-

[32]

2012

A scheme to select optimal packet size to improve energy utilization

Not Used

-

-

-

-

[33]

2012

A channel assignment scheme for CRSNs

Not Used

-

-

-

-

[34]

2012

A scheme to select optimal transmit power for CRSNs

Not Used

-

-

-

-

[35]

2012

A user selection scheme to minimize overhead energy consumed by CRSNs

Not Used

-

-

-

-

[36]

2013

A cluster based co-operative architecture for CRSNs

Not Used

-

-

-

-

[37]

2014

A spectrum-aware cluster-based energy-efficient routing protocol for CRSNs

Not Used

-

-

-

-

[38]

2014

A spectrum-aware clustering scheme for CRSNs

Not Used

-

-

-

-

Table 3: Overview of simulations work for CRSNs
these networks. Network simulators are very useful tool

oping phase and it will take few more years for NS-3

to perform sensitivity and trend analysis. They have the

to become credible, thus, we have chosen NS-2 for our

ability to generate those scenarios that are not easily

simulation model. Moreover there is another simulation

achievable in practice due to high cost involved in em-

patch i.e., CogNS, however, it does not supports PR ac-

pirical methods. However, it is important to realize that

tivity.

the simulation is not a real experiment, and therefore,

These days most of the wireless equipment are us-

great care must be taken at understanding the model,

ing Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) radio band

its limitations, and its results.

for communication. Due to humungous increase of the

By far, the most widely used simulation tools for

Wi-Fi and Bluetooth enabled devices, the ISM band of

wireless networks are NS-2 [1] and OMNET++ [39].

2.4 GHz has started becoming overly saturated. As a

WSNs include wireless nodes which sense and trans-

consequence, unlicensed traffic has been allowed to also

mit the required parameters upon occurrence of spe-

operate in the TV broadcast range. The spectrum dedi-

cific event. Table. 1 provides the list of some widely

cated for TV broadcasts can be used for data communi-

used simulation models available for WSNs. In liter-

cation in a cognitive way [40]. This concept emerged the

ature, there is a wide variety of simulators available

technology of CRNs where CR nodes can opportunisti-

for WSNs which cannot be included here due to lim-

cally access the licensed spectrum without creating any

ited space. There are many platforms which support

harmful interference to PR nodes.

simulation of WSNs such as NS-2, OMNeT++, Java

For a practical approach, a simulation model should

and C++ etc. Among these platforms, NS-2 and OM-

provide all the blocks which are required for CRNs and

NeT++ are the most commonly used simulators in the

CRSNs. Three main blocks which are MC (multiple

network community. Since NS-3 is currently in devel-

channels), PR activity and EM (energy model) are re-

NS-2 Based Simulation Framework for Cognitive Radio Sensor Networks
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quired for CRSN simulation have been discussed and

ter be taken at network layer since a complete picture

implemented in the proposed technique due to which

of the whole network can be obtained at network layer

the proposed simulation model is a complete and prac-

[41].

tical approach towards simulation of CRSNs. The issue
of energy consumption has been elaborated in more detail in [18] and an event triggered based node energy
model has been presented. As traditional WSNs do not
consider multiple channels and cognitive radio capabilities so these features are missing in above mentioned
work.

In [42], authors have performed a detailed review of
simulation tools for intelligent vehicular networks. The
issues of wireless communication between the nodes
have been elaborated for researchers. Modeling of wireless links and wireless signal propagation and simulation models available for these networks have been dis-

Many CR based models have been proposed in lit-

cussed. The authors have also pointed out the impor-

erature (see table. 2) that can be used to simulate CR

tance of simulator tools for authentication of generated

networks. However, some important features like PR

results which highlights the necessity of this step while

user activity and multiple channels support are missing

performing simulations. The importance of application

in these models. Moreover, traditional CR based net-

scenario while performing a simulation has been elabo-

works are assumed to have no constraints on energy

rated in [43] in which authors simulated various applica-

consumption, and therefore, energy model must be in-

tions for mobile opportunistic networks and concluded

troduced for wireless nodes containing limited power.

that performance of simulation model varies with types

The CR based issues are mostly related to phys-

of application under consideration. A number of famous

ical layer where transmitting parameters need to be

and reliable simulation platforms including NS-2, NS-3

changed according to availability of free channels, but

[44] and OMNet++ are available for simulating WSNs

the importance of media access layer (MAC) and net-

and CRNs but none of these platforms provide CRSNs

work layer cannot be neglected. In CRSNs, data dis-

based simulation model. As summarized in Table. 2,

semination is usually achieved using multi-hop scenario

we can analyze that no simulation model at present

and a particular channel can be selected on the basis

is providing support for combined features of WSNs

of PR occupancy and the number of CR nodes shar-

and CRNs. It has been also demonstrated in Table. 3

ing the channel. Reliable data dissemination becomes

that mostly researchers are using analytical methods to

a complex task in multi-hop CRSN where no central

understand the behavior of CRSNs. Those researches

entity is present for coordination among CR nodes. If

which are being performed using NS-3 or custom de-

a CR node selects a channel randomly, it is highly un-

signed simulators are not assuming the required metrics

likely that the neighbor receivers will also tune to the

for CRSNs. Hence, to simulate a CRSN, it is required

same channel. In such scenarios, decisions should bet-

that all the issues of WSNs and CRNs should be con-
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sidered in multiple channel and multi-hop scenario for

ficient routing but existence of multiple channels effects

realization of CRSNs.

throughput hence channel selection becomes also crucial to achieve high throughput.

2.1 WSNs in NS-2
2.2 CRNs in NS-2
NS-2 is a platform which provides user to simulate wireless networks scenarios and many contributions have

A comprehensive evaluation of CR based network in

been made to add advanced functionalities in the simu-

the presence of multiple channels has been performed

lator. Various analytical models and performance anal-

in [11]. The authors have given a brief study of impact

ysis techniques for ad hoc networks have been discussed

of multiple channels on packet drop probability, TCP

in [45]. Specifically, the simulation environment for WSNs

end-to-end packet delay, TCP throughput and average

is available in NS-2 but CRNs simulations cannot be

packet size to satisfy QoS using NS-2. [47] has used

performed without adding the CR based functionali-

NS-2 for flooding packets in the network using sensor

ties. A CRN based tool has been developed for NS-2

networks and estimated the accuracy of generated re-

in [16], and is available online, but this work has not

sults. Another CR based simulation model for cogni-

been adopted widely by the researchers. The possible

tive radio ad-hoc networks has been presented in [12]

reasons can be the lack of multiple channels support

for OMNeT++ simulator. The authors have designed

at MAC layer and that the PR activity has not been

their tool for only two data channels which is very lim-

supported for cognitive radio environment. The issue of

ited when considering the CR based network and also

accuracy and credibility has also been raised for these

no PR activity has been assumed. There are bundle

simulation models [46]. The authors in [14] have pre-

of application areas where no simulation or estimation

sented an equation based transport layer protocol while

can be performed without considering PR activity over

simulating for CRNs. They have first performed spec-

the data channels. [48] discussed the concept of smart

trum management to utilize the available channels in

grids and estimation of electricity requirement for all

an opportunistic manner and simulations are done in

home appliances through ZigBee but as ZigBee oper-

NS-2. Another transport layer end-to-end protocol for

ates in Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) band

cognitive radio network tool is provided by authors in

so there is high probability of interference among ap-

[15]. This tool has also been developed for NS-2 and

pliances with in a home. The only promising solution

it provides PR activity analysis and routing based on

rests with CR based appliances connected with smart

this activity but multiple channel support is also miss-

meter which communicates with the grid. The home

ing in this work. The authors in [13] have proposed a

area networks (HAN), neighbor area network (NAN)

routing layer model for CR based networks in NS-2.

and wide area network (WAN) of smart grid applica-

Their focus is to enhance throughput by performing ef-

tions can be simulated using NS-2 simulator keeping in

NS-2 Based Simulation Framework for Cognitive Radio Sensor Networks
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Activity Type

Purpose

Pattern

Long PR activity

Utilize spectrum for special call packages

Long ON and long OFF periods

High PR activity

Utilize spectrum in congested areas or during rush hours

Long ON and short OFF periods

Low PR activity

Utilize spectrum in rural areas or during less peak hours

Short ON and long OFF periods

Intermittent PR activity

Utilize spectrum for short duration of time

Short ON and short OFF periods

Mixed PR activity

To have an un predictable pattern over the spectrum

Mixture of multiple activities

Table 4: PR activity patterns
view the complexity of NS-2 as network grows [49]. To

with variable length of multiple channels and various

summarize the discussion, there is a need of the time

kinds of PR activities.

for such a simulation model which should be capable
of considering all the parameters of cognitive radio sen-

3.1 Multiple Channels

sor networks and generate the results which should be
acceptable for research community. [50] emphasizes on
the need of such simulator because to make the best
use of scarce spectrum CR based technologies are growing tremendously but the challenge is to co-exist with
PR nodes with avoiding interference. In this context, a
CRSN simulator is presented in this work which collectively takes all the parameters of WSNs and CRNs to
ensure the accuracy of CRSN simulation model. This
model is not only easy to integrate but is also scalable
for any further additions in the network. NS-2 [51] has
been chosen as simulation platform due to its vast application and acceptability of results by research community.

In the literature, as discussed in related work section,
a very little work has been done by assuming multiple channels when simulating CR based networks. However cognitive radio environment cannot be simulated
in its true spirit in the absence of multiple channels.
Among multiple channels present in the network, the
suitable channel is selected and transmission parameters are adjusted dynamically according to the channel
requirement. The number of multiple channels impacts
throughput and packets drop probability [11]. It is due
to the fact that the larger is the size of available channel set, harder is the decision of selecting same set of
channels between source to destination. This is a basic concern of CR based network that there should be
multiple channels in the network so that when these

3 CRSN Simulator Requirement

channels are not utilized by PR nodes, they become
available for CR nodes. Also the functionality of multi-

There are some specific requirements for implementa-

ple channels should be scalable so that number of mul-

tion of CRSNs so they need to be discussed before going

tiple channels can be increased/decreased according to

into the details of CRSN simulator. Upon fulfilling these

specific application requirements. The broadcasting of

requirements, the CRSN simulator will become general

hello packets over multiple channels in NS-2 has been

and can be applied to any sort of wireless environment

demonstrated by [52]. Once hello packet has been trans-

8
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mitted in the whole network successfully, the data pack-

can be used to calculate PR user queue length [63–66].

ets can be sent in the same fashion on the channels from

Time series modeling is used to estimate spectrum oc-

where acknowledgement of hello has been received. Ac-

cupancy in GSM based networks [67,63] and ON/OFF

cording to some special requirements of nodes, channels

periods are used to model PR activity. The presence of

can be assigned to some nodes on fixed basis too or oth-

PR user is represented by ON period and when there

erwise routing layer makes decision about the selection

is no PR activity over the channel, OFF period is rep-

of channels.

resented by Fig. 1. This model has been also used by
other models like two-state markov model where BUSY

3.2 PR activity
As CR based networks are opportunistic networks, so
only those frequency slots can be utilized by CR nodes
which are free from PR traffic. Hence impact of PR
activity is very important on the performance of CR
nodes. A detailed survey on the types of PR activities and their implementation depending on network
type has been given in [53]. PR activity models give
the information about behavior and spectrum utilization by PR users. By using this information, CR users
can predict the future states of PR users and can utilize best available spectrum bands for their communication. In literature various PR activity models have

state is represented by ON period and IDLE state is
represented by OFF period. ON/OFF periods are also
widely used in super WiFi concept. Super WiFi is WiFi
like internet service which takes opportunistic access of
spectrum holes in the network [68–72].
The PR activity i.e. the presence or absence of PR
signal can be modeled as continuous-time, alternating
ON/OFF Markov Renewal Process (MRP) [73]. The
effect of PR activity on network performance by channel selection has been evaluated by [57]. Five kinds of
PR nodes activity patterns have been considered in this
simulator are elaborated in Table. 4.

3.3 Energy Model

been proposed for implementation in different network
scenarios. We can classify them in four major classes

As inherited from WSNs, CRSNs are energy constrained

such as Markov process, queuing theory, time series and

networks in which node energy determines the network

ON/OFF periods. Markov process has been widely used

lifetime. The ability of node to use cognitive capabilities

by researchers to estimate the PR user activity in CR

and dynamic selection of best channel requires intelli-

based networks [54–58,41,59–62]. This class has been

gent protocols at network and mac layer level. These in-

also widely implemented for developing spectrum shar-

telligent protocols are more complex and consume more

ing mechanisms in medium access control (MAC) for

power which reduces the node life. While simulating

CRNs, dynamic spectrum sharing and CRSNs. Queuing

CRSNs, it is necessary to consider the relation between

theory has been used for modeling PR activity where

required QoS parameters and node’s energy. To opti-

PR user medium access delay and average packet delay

mize this, the energy model for WSN can be used by

NS-2 Based Simulation Framework for Cognitive Radio Sensor Networks
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Fig. 1: Types of PR activities
considering cognitive capabilities and its effects on en-

not want to go into the details of NS-2 installation can

ergy.

utilize this web-based application. The selection of platform for any simulation based model is very important.
Custom designed simulators do not simulate and eval-

4 The Proposed CRSN Simulation Model
uate all the design parameters and results generated
The complex system of computer network is facilitated

by them cannot be considered accurate. In contrast,

by the concept of layering. Using the layering structure,

choosing a standard framework increases the reliabil-

the functionalities of communication networks can be

ity of evaluation process and results. There should also

handled. This layering structure makes smooth progress

be an understanding of validation of results which re-

of peer-to-peer relationship between corresponding lay-

flects the effectiveness of techniques [75,76]. Along with

ers in two communicating nodes. In the layering stack,

tool selection, the assumptions made regarding wireless

each layer represents a well defined function and pro-

environment have their impact on the results. For au-

vides its services to the immediate upper layer. The ac-

thentic results, it is required that realistic assumptions

cessibility between two layers is made possible through

should be made[77]. Various simulators for IEEE 802.11

interfaces and the function of each layer is called its

and IEEE 802.15.4 have been compared in [78] and the

protocol. It is worth mentioning here that each layer

need for more advanced and trustworthy simulators has

in the stack is independent in its operation. It means

been highlighted. The CRSN simulator model is devel-

whatever protocol a layer implements does not effects

oped for NS-2 platform. It is due to the reason that

the functionality of its upper layers [51]. NS-2 has also

NS-2 is an open source event-driven simulator specifi-

become available on web by [74] providing integrated

cally designed for research in communication networks.

environment for remote simulation and analysis of sim-

The selection of NS-2 makes the design architecture of

ple wired as well as wireless networks. Beginners who do

10
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Fig. 2: CRSN simulator architecture
this model very simple. It is due to the reason that NS-2

these channels, energy model have been modified and

already supports WSN and CRN simulation platforms.

the following subsections will cover the details of those

Some functionalities of CRN were missing such as

layers which have been modified in NS-2 for simulation

multiple channel support and PR activity support which

of CRSN environment. These modifications have been

has been added in this proposed simulator. Another as-

made due to the requirements specific to CRSN and

pect of selecting NS-2 is the wide acceptability of this

these can be changed according to implementation of

simulator in network research community. The results

CRSN in any particular scenario.

generated by this platform are accurate and give a real

4.1.1 CRSN Network Layer

insight of issues of the network.
The network layer implementation allows user to se4.1 Architecture

lect the suitable routing protocol. This routing protocol
is responsible for transmission of packets from source

In this section, the architecture of CRSN simulator will

to destination in multi-hop scenario choosing the best

be discussed. The graphical representation of CRSN

route. AODV is known as an efficient routing algorithm

simulator architecture is shown in Fig. 2. In [79], au-

for wireless ad-hoc networks. [80] gives the comparison

thors have discussed that researchers should avoid using

of multiple routing algorithms in NS-2 and AODV has

default parameters available in the simulators rather

performed well among all the multi-hop routing algo-

these parameters should be modified according to changes rithms. In this simulator, AODV has been used as routin the network. In our proposed simulator, simulation

ing protocol of CRSNs and the functionality of multi-

parameters like number of channels, PR activity over

hop data dissemination has been added. In addition,

NS-2 Based Simulation Framework for Cognitive Radio Sensor Networks
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(b)

Fig. 3: (a) Channel Occupancy by PR nodes. (b) Channel Occupancy by CR nodes.
network layer is also used to collect statistics of the net-

be able to sense the channel and selects the suitable one

work e.g. average delivery ratio, hop count, average de-

for CR node. It should be monitoring PR activity con-

lay between source to destination, harmful interference

tinuously and if there is any PR activity found on any

ratio, number of receivers etc. By keeping this data,

selected channel, it should stop the CR traffic and re-

network layer helps to improve the energy utilization of

lease the channel for PR node. For this purpose CSMA

nodes. The nodes become aware of shortest path to the

is used to ensure channel utilization by both PR and

destination with minimum interference to PR nodes.

CR nodes. To utilize the cognitive capabilities, multiple

The interference reduction results into less number of

channels are added so that among these channels, the

re-transmissions which saves energy.

suitable channel for CR node can be selected to transmit the data. Once multiple channels are added in the

4.1.2 CRSN MAC Layer

simulator then PR activity is introduced on each channel as discussed in previous section. Here it is worth

Medium access control in CR based WSN should be

mentioning that activity pattern of PR traffic can be

intelligent enough to provide the dynamic behavior of

different on each channel hence it is functionality of

spectrum selection without creating any harmful inter-

CRSN MAC layer to select those channels which have

ference to PR node activity. The MAC protocol must

12
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low PR activity or the channels which can be avail-

nately no PR activity model is present in CRCN patch.

able for CR nodes for a considerable amount of time.

To overcome this, PR activity block is added in the

Along with PR traffic, MAC protocol for CRSN selects

simulator and all the activities as discussed in section

the suitable path on the basis of energy of nodes. The

3.2 have been implemented on the channels. Here one

energy model provides information about the total en-

more thing is important to discuss that maccon proto-

ergy, remaining life time and required energy to fulfill

col supports a single channel for packets transmission

certain transmission. A channel can be either vacant or

where as multiple channels are required for a CR based

occupied. When vacant, it can be utilized by either PR

network so the suitable channel among a set of channels

or CR node. Fig. 3(a) represents that how a PR node

can be selected. To obtain this objective, multiple data

utilizes a channel for its communication. If it has some

channels are added in our simulator and all these chan-

data to be sent, it senses the channel and utilizes it ac-

nels have PR activities on them. The amount of time for

cordingly. When its transmission has been completed,

which a channel is being utilized by a PR node is repre-

it releases the channel to be used by CR nodes. If a CR

sented by a percentage called utilization factor. A high

node needs a channel to transmit the data, it performs

utilization factor tells that a channel is more busy and

spectrum sensing to avoid any PR-CR interference as

not suitable for a CR node to utilize it, whereas a low

shown in Fig. 3(b). When it successfully transmits its

utilization factor shows a low PR traffic pattern over

data, it releases the channel for other nodes. If CR node

the channel which makes a channel suitable to be used

detects that the channel is busy, it retries to access the

by CR node. PR activity block which is added in our

channel with a limit assigned to number of retries. As

simulation model is a generalized block. For our simu-

we increase the number of channels, the CR nodes can

lations, ON/OFF PR activity has been used however

sense the PR activity and can utilize the free channel. A

other PR activities available in literature like Markov

large set of channels may result into increased sensing

Process, Queuing Theory, Time series etc can also be

time but with decreased PR interference probability.

implemented.

Cognitive Radio Cognitive Network (CRCN) patch
provided by [16] has been used as base of our simulator

CRCN patch also lacks the implementation of en-

model. This patch can be installed on NS-2 version 2.31

ergy model. As in CRSN scenario, energy is an impor-

and provides CSMA based maccon protocol for channel

tant parameter to estimate the lifetime of sensor mote.

sensing and selection. There are certain shortcomings in

Our simulation model is equipped with energy model

the CRCN patch which have been removed to become

which gives the energy status about all the wireless

practical for application of CRSN based network. Chan-

sensor nodes in the network. The route selection by

nel sensing and selection is necessary due to presence of

network layer is done in connection with energy of all

PR activity over the same set of channels but unfortu-

the nodes included in the route so that once selected,

NS-2 Based Simulation Framework for Cognitive Radio Sensor Networks
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Fig. 4: Major files modified

all the nodes in the route should be able to complete

physical layer is to adapt the transmission parameters

the transmission of packet.

to communicate with the suitable channel.

4.1.3 CRSN Physical Layer

5 Evaluation of Proposed CRSN Model

Physical layer modeling effects the performance of higher

This section covers the details of simulation steps which

level layers and hence the overall behavior of simulation

are performed to implement CRSN simulator. After in-

model [81]. In [82], the author has also emphasized the

stalling CRCN patch in NS-2.31, the first step is to

need of such physical layer having cognitive capabil-

enhance the functionality of AODV protocol to multi-

ities where transmission radii can be selected at this

hop data dissemination. For this purpose, we turn off all

layer dynamically and higher layers utilize this infor-

the functions of AODV and transmit only hello packets

mation for intelligent decision making. Physical layer

and get the acknowledgement from all the nodes in the

for CRSN provide nodes the adaptability to the chan-

network. Due to topological changes, sometimes it is

nel’s condition. By using multiple physical interfaces,

quite possible that a node is sending a packet but can-

sensor nodes can operate at multiple frequencies by se-

not receive the incoming packets. To ensure the trans-

lecting one frequency channel at a time. The informa-

mission and reception capabilities of all the nodes in

tion regarding selection of frequency channel is given to

the network, we select a random node every time for

this layer by MAC protocol of upper layer. The task of

transmission and check that other nodes are receiving

14
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Fig. 5: Alternating Markov Renewal Process for PR activity
the packet or not. We control the selection of trans-

number of wireless sensor nodes and total simulation

mitting node and the time when transmission starts

time have been also mentioned in tcl script.

through a simple tcl script and generate traces. To per-

Tcl script calls the network layer protocol i.e. AODV

form these changes, we need to modify aodv.cc, aodv.h,

which performs neighbor discovery through our cus-

aodv packet.h, cmu-trace.cc and cmu-trace.h as shown

tomized packet to reach the destination node. The AODV

in Fig. 4. All these files can be found in AODV and

then passes its packet to the MAC layer for hop-to-

trace folders located at the base directory of NS-2.31.

hop delivery of data. MAC layer then initializes multi-

We have added customized packet to be transmitted us-

ple channels for each node and implement PR activity.

ing AODV routing protocol. For adding this packet, we

The presence or absence of PR activity is the key factor

need to make modifications in aodv.cc and aodv.h. The

to select the channels for CR node. MAC layer selects

packets class in AODV is dependent on aodv packet.h

those channels for CR node which are free from PR

so it also needs to modify. The traces of packets are

activity or less occupied by PR nodes.

generated through cmu-trace.cc and cmu-trace.h. We

For addition of multiple channels and PR activity,

have also modified these accordingly to show the traces

we need to modify CSMA based maccon protocol. The

of packet while transmission through multi-hops.

protocol by default supports a single-channel single-hop

The flow of simulation starts from tcl script. In tcl

transmission without any PR activity over the channel.

script, we specify the type of protocols applied at net-

We first extend the number of channels and convert

work and MAC layer. We also mention the radio prop-

it into a generic entity so that each time user can vary

agation model for physical wireless channel. Other net-

the number of data channels present in the network. For

work parameters, such as, number of multiple channels,

each channel, there is a timer associated with it which

NS-2 Based Simulation Framework for Cognitive Radio Sensor Networks

Parameters

Values

Number of nodes
Number of channels
Size of simulation area
Radio propagation model
Network interface type
Routing protocol
MAC type
PR activity
Simulation time

50
10
1000*1000
Two-ray ground model
Wireless PHY
AODV
Mac/Maccon
ON / OFF MRP
52 sec

Table 5: Simulation Parameters
determines the occupancy of channel. We need to modify maccon.cc and maccon.h present in the mac folder to
make these changes. To extend the number of channels,
NS-2 sets the maximum number of channel up to 12,
we have used 10 channels but if any network requires
more than 12 channels support, some modifications are
required. A variable named as “Maxchannel” contains
the maximum allowable multiple channels. The value
of this variable should be increased and this variable
can be found in three header files namely topography.h,
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ON state represents that channel is currently busy and
occupied by PR node. The OFF state represents that
channel is idle and unoccupied by any PR node. The
time duration for which the channel i is in ON and
i
i
OFF states are denoted as TON
and TOF
F respectively.

The duration which a channel takes to complete one
consecutive ON and OFF period is called renewal period. Let this renewal period for a channel i at time t
i
i
is denoted by Zi (t) = TON
+ TOF
F [56,90,91]. Both

ON and OFF periods are assumed to be independent
and identically distributed (i.i.d). Since each PR user
arrival is independent so according to [91], each PR
user arrival follows the poisson arrival process and the
length of ON and OFF periods are exponentially distributed. The time duration for which a channel i is
being utilized by PR user is called utilization factor of
ith channel and can be written as
ui =

i
E[TON
]
i
+ E[TOF
F]

i ]
E[TON

(1)

phy.h and mobilenode.h. Increase the value of this vari-

i
i
where E[TON
] and E[TOF
F ] are the expected values

able at three mentioned places up to a maximum limit

of exponential distribution [90]. In this way any kind

where multiple channels can exist.

of PR activity can be added by describing the pattern

After successful addition of multiple channels, next

as discussed in [41]. The formulations are easily imple-

thing comes to the implementation of PR activity over

mented in maccon.cc and maccon.h and with the help

each channel. PR activity gives the information about

of these formulations, we can estimate the number of

presence or absence of PR users over the channel. It can

successful attempts to access a channel, number of colli-

be modeled as continuous-time, alternating ON/OFF

sions with PR nodes which caused harmful interference

Markov Renewal Process (MRP) [83,56]. This PR ac-

etc. We control the activity of PR nodes on channels

tivity model has been widely used in the literature [56,

and number of channels from the same tcl script as dis-

83–87]. The ON/OFF PR activity model approximates

cussed earlier so that each time user does not need to

the spectrum utilization pattern of voice networks [88]

modify the code file. Similarly we have added the en-

and also very famous for public safety bands [87,89].

ergy model in maccon protocol to sense the energy of

Fig. 5 shows the model of a wireless channel where the

CRSN node. To pass the values to the upper layer i.e.
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network layer we need to modify node.cc and node.h so

plot that very few numbers of channels are being oc-

that network layer is aware of node’s energy.

cupied by PR nodes throughout the simulation time.

For validation of implemented modules, some results

This type of activity can be found in rural areas or less

have been included for each kind of PR activity. As

peak hours. CR users can take maximum utilization in

followed by simulation parameters shown in Table. 5,

these durations when there is low PR activity over the

we are using 10 channels and performed simulations for

channel. As there are very little chances of interference

all five kinds of PR activities as discussed in section

with PR users, so a less sensitive (less complex) channel

3.2 on each channel. The number of channels can be

sensing algorithm can be used which will preserve the

increased as per user requirement. The results shown in

node energy as well. Intermittent PR activity (as shown

Fig. 6 elaborate the impact of PR activities on channel’s

in Fig. 6(d)) has short ON and short OFF periods and

utilization over complete simulation time. Long term

number of occupied channels are showing this behavior.

PR activity (as shown in Fig. 6(a)) contains long ON

This type of PR activity is found where users come for a

and long OFF periods. This trend also reflects in the

very short duration of time. Examples of such scenario

plot that channel utilization distribution is even by PR

can be airports, bus terminals etc. To utilize such a

users and a long high channel utilization is followed

channel having intermittent PR activity, it is required

by a long low utilization. This type of activity is found

that CR nodes must be capable of fast channel sens-

where PR users are subscribed to some special packages

ing and selection and equipped with powerful battery

to utilize the channels. CR users can opportunistically

modules.

use these channels because after a long ON there is high

If more than one activity type is found over the net-

probability of long OFF period which can be useful for

work, it is called as mixed PR activity (Fig. 6(e)). This

opportunistic spectrum access.

kind of activity occur where behavior of PR users vary

Fig. 6(b) gives the implementation of high PR activ-

from time to time. For such kind of activity, it is diffi-

ity which is showing that most of the time all channels

cult for a CR node to select a band with a probability

are being occupied by PR nodes. If a CR user attempts

to complete its transmission.

to access such a channel having high PR activity, there

We can estimate the channel utilization by any PR

is a high percentage that it will cause harmful inter-

activity using Fig. 7 where for each type of PR activ-

ference to the PR users. As there are very short white

ity the total utilization of all channels has been repre-

spaces in the channel, it is recommended that only when

sented. It is evident from Fig. 7(a) that long PR activity

CR nodes have very little data to transmit can use such

is appearing for almost 50 % of total simulation time

channels.

and for rest of the time the channels are idle. An effect

The most suitable PR activity for any CR user has

of high PR activity can be seen in Fig. 7(b) in which

been shown in Fig. 6(c). It is clearly evident from the

the utilization factor of all channels are 80%-90%. In

NS-2 Based Simulation Framework for Cognitive Radio Sensor Networks
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Fig. 8: All PR activities

this type of activity, all channels are busy most of the

Another analysis of all five PR activities can be per-

time and very little idle periods can be found. In con-

formed using Fig. 9 where the effect of each PR activity

trast, a low PR activity is found in Fig. 7(c) and all

on all channels has been combined and shown as per-

the channels have low utilization factor. An intermit-

centage of channel utilization. Lets examine the high

tent and mixed activity can be seen in Fig. 7(d) and

PR activity in which all the channels are almost 90%

Fig. 7(e).

occupied by PR users and remain idle for only 10% of
the time. As intermittent PR activity has short “ON”

The concept of PR activities as discussed in Fig. 1
has been proved by simulations and the effect of all PR
activities on all channels has been shown in Fig. 8. A
“1” is showing an “ON” state whereas a “0” is used to
represent an “OFF” state. It can be seen that the simulated results are exactly following the PR activities.
Here the effect of long PR activity on channel utilization is more clearly visible as it is showing long “ON”
and long “OFF” periods. The high PR activity is having long “ON” and short “OFF” periods where as low
PR activity has short “ON” and long “OFF” states.

and short “OFF” states (as shown in Fig. 8) so it is
utilizing the channels for 50% of the time but the remaining 50% cannot be effectively utilized by CR nodes
due to short “OFF” states and it is expected that PR
user will appear again for a short period of time. This
fast switching of PR nodes makes the channel unsuitable for CR nodes. The long PR activity has long “ON”
and long “OFF” states due to which it is also utilizing
the channels for almost 50% of the time and this activity is suitable for CR nodes because it is expected that
after an “ON” state, the PR user will not appear again
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for a considerable amount of time. A low PR activity

5. Nrl sensorsim, 2005.

is attractive for CR nodes to utilize the channels as all

6. Java in simulation time / scalabale wireless adhoc net-

the channels are less than 20% utilized by PR users and

work simulator, 2004.
7. Sensor security simulator (s3), 2005.

rest of the time remain idle. The mixed PR activity is

8. O. B. Akan, O. B. Karli, and O. Ergul. Cognitive radio

also utilizing the channels for almost 50% of the time

sensor networks. IEEE Network, Vol. 23, No. 4:34–40,

but a CR node cannot predict the next appearance of

2009.

PR node over the channel as PR nodes do not follow

9. P. Steenkiste, D. Sicker, G. Minden, and D. Raychaudri. Future directions in cognitive radio network research.

any specific behavior in this type of activity.

Technical Report Vol. 4, No. 1, National Science Foundation Workshop Report, 2009.

6 Conclusion

10. Syed Hashim Raza Bukhari, Mubashir Husain Rehmani,
and Sajid Siraj. A survey of channel bonding for wireless

In this paper, NS-2 based CRSN simulator model has
been presented. This model supports the fundamental

networks and guidelines of channel bonding for futuristic
cognitive radio sensor networks. IEEE Communications
Surveys & Tutorials, 18(2):924–948, 2016.

requirements of a CR based wireless sensor network.

11. Vahid Esmaeelzadeh, Reza Berangi, Seyyed Mohammad

As the research trend is shifting towards CRSNs so it

Sebt, Elahe Sadat Hosseini, and Moein Parsinia. Cogns:

is need of the time for such a simulator so that all the

A simulation framework for cognitive radio networks.

future research and simulations can be based on this

Wireless Personal Communcations, 2013.

12. Shah Nawaz Khan, Mohamed A. Kalil, and Andreas

module. This module has been designed on NS2 so it

Mitschele-Thiel. crsimulator: A discrete simulation model

is very flexible to extend for future enhancements and

for cognitive radio ad hoc networks in omnet ++.

channel bonding block will be added as the extension

In Wireless and Mobile Networking Conference (WMNC),

of this work. It will provide the CR users a chunk of
large bandwidth to utilize for multimedia applications.
Other types of PR activities and energy models can also

2013.
13. Pingnan Lee and Gengyu Wei. Ns2 model for cognitive
radio networks routing. In IEEE International Symposium
on Computer Network and Multimedia Technology, 2009.

be integrated in this module. Another important future

14. Abdulla K. Al-Ali and Kaushik Chowdhury. Tfrc-cr: An

enhancement is to check the accuracy of our simulator

equation-based transport protocol for cognitive radio net-

in real world scenarios. It will provide a stronger base
for the future researchers in this field of CRSN.
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